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ABSTRACT 
Family Assessment Device (FAD) , which is originated 
from the McMaster Model of Family Functioning (MMFF) , is a 
self-report instrument that widely used in screening and 
detecting dysfunctional families. While the instrument has 
acceptable reliability and validity in the West, its 
p s y c h o m e t r i c properties are unknown in a Chinese setting. 
Using 609 subjects from secondary school and university, the 
present study examined the factorial and construct validity 
of the FAD in a Chinese population. Exploratory factor 
analyses with varimax rotation were performed. Results of the 
factor analyses suggested similarity between the factors and 
some of the original dimensions although there was a 
reorganization of the items. Five factors that measured 
Expressiveness, Affective Involvement, Problem-solving, 
Regulation and Behavior Control were identified. The factor 
structures were also very similar for male and female 
samples. Factor patterns were explicated in terms of the 
characteristics of the Chinese culture. The construct 
validity of the FAD was examined by its predicted 
associations with indices of maladjustment among family 
m e m b e r s . Using Rosenberg Self-esteem Inventory and General 
Health Questionnaire as dependent measures, results of 
stepwise regression analyses indicated that Expressiveness 
and Problem-solving were the most significant predictors for 
psychological adjustment. The results provided support for 
the construct validity of the instrument. 
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Family is regarded as a basic unit for socializing the 
young in most societies. It is generally assumed that a 
child's major physical, emotional, psychological and 
intellectual needs are fulfilled through the provision of 
n u r t u r a n c e , protection, stimulation and guidance by family 
(Levant, 1984). 
Despite its importance, however, most clinicians until 
recently have focused their attention on individual dynamics. 
Freud's psychoanalytic theory is one of the typical example. 
A l t h o u g h Freud's theory was based on the assumption that a 
person's neurotic conflicts arose from unhealthy interactions 
with family members, the attention was on the intrapsychic of 
the individual and Freud believed that patient's problems 
could be best dealt with in form of private relationship 
between patient and therapist (Nichols and Schwartz, 1991). 
Throughout the first half of the twentieth century, theories 
b a s e d on Freudian notions or reactions to them proliferated. 
Individual psychology, such as analytical psychology (Jung), 
Rogerian therapy (Rogers), behaviorism (Skinner), individual 
psychology (Adler), rational emotive therapy (Ellis) and 
transactional analysis (Berne) reveals that they all focus on 
the individual and the individual's specific behaviors, or on 
the internal events of the human mind (Becvar and Becvar, 
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1988). 
Without neglecting the significance of individual 
internal processes and behavior, today's broader view of 
human problems focuses on the context in which individual 
behavior occurs as well as the interpersonal relationships of 
the individual. Human behavior is thus conceived as part of a 
sequence of ongoing, interactional and recurring events that 
exists in a context of mutual influence and mutual 
interaction (Goldenberg and Goldenberg, 1991). By adopting 
such a systemic perspective, family psychology and its 
clinical application, family therapy flourished and broadened 
psychology's traditional emphasis on the individual to attend 
to the nature and role of individuals in primary relationship 
network such as marriage and family (Liddle, 1987). 
From the perspective of family psychologists, family is 
viewed as a natural social system with structure and 
properties of its own. It has evolved a set of rules with 
assigned and ascribed roles as well as organized power 
structure for its members. It has developed intricate overt 
and covert forms of communication, and has elaborated ways of 
negotiating and problem solving that permit various tasks to 
be performed effectively. (Goldenberg and Goldenberg, 1991). 
Within this system, an individual who manifests dysfunctional 
behavior (for example, substance abuse, depression, 
schizophrenic) is seen as a reflection of a system that is 
faulty. Moreover, the causes and nature of an individual‘s 
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p r o b l e m can be understood under the context of ongoing family 
relationship system that is in disequilibrium (Goldenberg and 
G o l d e n b e r g ' 1991). Haley (1971) argued that the family 
p e r s p e c t i v e demonstrates a paradigm shift which goes beyond a 
concern with individual's personality characteristics, 
calling for a new set of premise and methods for collecting 
and interpreting data. He believed that it is the family as a 
functioning system that provides the contextual structure for 
understanding individual behavior. 
For better or for worse, one of the features of the 
family psychology is that, rather than one unified conceptual 
framework, it is characterized by many different conceptual 
models arising out of different frames of references (Levant, 
1984)• A m o n g the different models, clinical models of family 
functioning are a relatively recent development. They have 
emerged in the past 30 years, as a part of the field of 
family t h e r a p y . These models have been influenced to varying 
degrees by the general system theory. According to Levant 
(1984), three clinical models have been developed. First, 
there is the McMaster Model of family functioning (MMFF) 
(Epstein, Bishop, & Levin, 1978), a model of clinical 
assessment that considers six dimensions of family 
functioning: problem solving, coimnunication, roles, affective 
responsiveness, affective involvement, and behavior control. 
Second, there is the circumplex model of marital and family 
systems (Olson, Sprenkle, & Russell, 1979) which is based on 
V. 
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two orthogonal dimensions - cohesion and adaptability. The 
third m o d e l is Minuchin's (1974) structural model which 
emphasizes the importance of family organization on the 
functioning of the family unit. A clear and firm boundary, a 
hierarchy with strong parental subsystem, and the flexibility 
of system are important elements in the normal family 
functioning. 
The three clinical models represent quite different 
approaches to the study of families; each reflecting a 
different conceptualization of the family and each developed 
according to different assessment and methods. However, the 
MMFF containing six dimensions seemed to provide a more 
comprehensive view concerning family functioning as it 
attempted to tap areas included in the circumplex model and 
some other as well (Epstein, Bishop & Baldwin, 1982)• 
Conceptual advances demand methodological advances. 
Thus family psychology has been concerned with the 
development of methods that reliably and validly assess the 
family system. Two approaches have been widely used in 
assessing family functioning, namely observational methods, 
and self —report rtiethod. The latter has many advantages such, 
as a) ease of administration and scoring, b) individual 
assessment is generalizable when test have been developed 
based upon large representative samples, c) obtain data which 
cannot be readily available by observer such as the sexual 
interaction and members' feelings towards different aspects 
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of family life (Jacob and Tennenbaum, 1988). 
Many self-report instrument are currently available. 
Forman and Hagan (1984) reviewed 10 standardized total family 
assessment tools. Among them, Family Assessment Device (FAD) 
is chosen to be the focus of the present study because it 
appears to be one of the more carefully developed measures 
currently available. It is based on a well-developed clinical 
model, the McMaster Model of Family Functioning (MMFF) 
(Epstein & Bishop 1981), that mentioned earlier and it has 
adequate reliability and validity. Another reason for 
choosing FAD is due to its clinical popularity and in cross-
cultural studies. It is one assessment instrument widely used 
in United States, Great Britain, Europe, South Africa and 
Australia (M,orris, 1990). 
Concerning the local situation in Hong Kong, despite 
the potential value of family variables in making diagnosis, 
assessment and understanding psychopathology, there has been 
lack of locally developed instrument to assess family 
functioni~g in clinical area. Research on family functioning 
assessment is also insufficient. Under this context, the 
present study serves' as an initial step to examine the 
applicability of a reliable and valid instrument from the 
West when being used in the Hong Kong setting. The FAD is 
critically evaluated to see if the instrument can be divided 
into 7 scales as originally proposed. Its construct validity 
will also be examined. Apart from validating the instrument 
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or the m o d e l behind cross-culturally, the present study also 
serves as an initial step to develop locally relevant family 
assessment t o o l . It is hoped that through long-term research 
in family functioning variables, a reliable, valid and 




The FAD is designed to be a screening instrument that 
helps to identify family problem areas in the most simple and 
efficient fashion within the framework of McMaster Model of 
family functioning (MMFF) (Epstein, Baldwin & Bishop, 1983). 
It contains 60-item and is a self-report standardized family 
assessment which can be filled out by all family members over 
the age of t w e l v e . The FAD is made up of seven scales. One 
General Functioning assesses the overall health/pathology of 
the family. The other six assesses the six dimensions of the 
M M F F . ( Items of the FAD is shown in Appendix I). 
Tir^^oyetirr^I fya^newpyK; Modg^i nf f 細.ly 
Function-ing 
The FAD is based on the McMaster Model of Family 
Functioning (MMFF). This model has evolved over a period of 
more than 25 years and is based on a system approach that 
views family as an interactional system whose structure, 
organization and transaction determines and shapes its 
members‘ behavior. The basic premise is that parts of family 
are related to each other and family functioning is more than 
sum of its p a r t . As a result, one part of the family cannot 
be understood in isolation from the rest of the system 
(Epstein, Bishop & Levin, 1978). 
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This m o d e l incorporates six dimensions of activities 
w h i c h b e l i e v e d to be essential for the functioning of all 
families (Epstein, Bishop & Levin, 1978). These dimensions 
are p r o b l e m solving, communication, roles, affective 
responsiveness, affective involvement and behavior control. 
(1) Problem solving 
This dimension is defined as family's ability to solve 
problems that maintains effective family functioning. Under 
this dimension, problem is subdivided into instrumental and 
affective types. The former refers to mechanical problems of 
everyday life such as financing and housing while the latter 
are related to feelings. For example, the FAD includes 
affective items such as "We confront problems involving 
feelings (No. 52)". 
Seven steps in the process of problem-solving are also 
identified: identification of problem, communication of the 
p r o b l e m to appropriate resources within or outside of the 
family, development of alternative action plans, decision 
regarding a suitable action, action, monitoring that action 
which is taken, and finally, evaluation of the success of the 
action. 
Examples of the FAD items in this dimension include 
No.12: "We usually act on our decisions regarding problems". 
No.60: "We try to think of different ways to solve problems". 
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No.24: "After our family tries to solve a problem, we usually 
discuss whether it worked or not" etc. 
(2) Communication 
It refers to the effectiveness and content of the 
family's style of communication. The focus is solely on 
v e r b a l exchange. Effective communication is defined as the 
transmission of clear and direct verbal messages. 
In the FAD, indicators include No. 18: "People come 
right out and say things instead of hinting at them". No.59: 
"When we don't like what someone has done, we tell them" etc. 
(3) Roles: 
They are the recurrent patterns of behavior necessary to 
fulfill the instrumental and affective needs of family 
m e m b e r s . Instrumental needs include the provision of 
essential resources, such as money, shelter, clothing, and 
food while affective needs include the provision of nurturing 
and the development of life skills for both children and 
p a r e n t s . Two further concepts are considered. These are role 
allocation and role accountability. Role allocation 
incorporates the concepts of the assignment of 
responsibilities for family functions, whether such 
allocation process is carried out implicitly or explicitly. 
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by dictum or by free discussion. Attention is given to 
w h e t h e r the allocated responsibilities are appropriately 
spread and shared among the family members or whether they 
are unevenly distributed among member. Role accountability 
involves the process of a family member being made 
accountable for the responsibilities which he/she has been 
a l l o c a t e d . Effective family functioning involves appropriate 
allocation of duties and clear accountability process. 
Sample items from the FAD include N o . 10: "We make sure 
members meet their family responsibilities", No.40: "We 
discuss who is to do household jobs". No.15: "Family tasks 
don't get spread around enough" etc. 
(4) Affective Responsiveness 
This dimension assesses the ability of family members to 
respond with the appropriate quality and quantity of feelings 
to a wide range of stimuli. Both welfare (love, happiness, 
joy) and emergence (anger, sadness, fear) affects are 
considered. It is postulated that the wider the range and the 
more appropriate their responses in terms of quantity and 
quality for the given situation, the more effective the 
family is. 
Examples from the FAD are No.49: "We express tenderness". 
N o . 57: "We cry openly" No. 9: "We are reluctant to show our 
affection for each other" etc. 
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(5) Affective Involvement 
It refers to the amount of interest, care and concern 
family members invest in each other. This dimension considers 
a spectrum of styles from a total lack of involvement at one 
end to an extreme involvement that blurs individual 
differentiation at another. For example, "overinvolvement" 
describes parents who are overly tied up with each other 
and/or their children, while "lack of involvement" applies 
when family members show only minimal interest and/or concern 
for each other. Empathetic involvement is viewed as the most 
effective form in which the investment in others contains 
feelings centered in the importance of a particular situation 
for the other. Involvement moving to either end of the 
spectrum implying increasingly ineffective forms of 
functioning. 
Examples from the FAD are N o . 5: “ If someone is in 
trouble, the others become too involved". No.13: "You only 
get the interest of others when something is important to 
them", No.25: "We are too self-centered", etc. 
(6) Behavior Control 
It defines the family's style of maintaining discipline 
and standards of behavior in three specific situations: 
physically dangerous situations, situations involving the 
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meeting and expressing or psychobiological needs and drives, 
and situations involving socializing behavior both inside and 
outside the family. Standards and latitude for behavior lead 
to four styles of behavior control range from 'rigid, 
flexible, laissez-faire to chaotic. The most effective 
behavior control strategy is one with flexibility. 
Sample items from the FAD include No. 20: "We know what 
to do in an emergency", No.32: "We have rules about hitting 
people", No.55: "There are rules about dangerous situation" 
etc. 
The FAD contains another subscale, General Functioning, 
which assesses the overall functioning of a family. Sample 
items include No.6: "In times of crisis we can turn to each 
other for support", No.16: "Individuals are accepted for what 
they are, No .11 "We cannot talk to each other about the 
sadness we feel" etc. 
II. Empirical findinas of the FAD 
Since the development of the FAD, it has been used in a 
wide range of studies, the results from which bear upon the 
instrument's validity and applicability in various areas of 
clinical research. 
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R e s u l t s indicated that the FAD had adequate reliability 
(Epstein et al., 1983). The internal consistency estimates 
(Cronbach's alpha) for the subscales were : Problem solving 
•74; C o m m u n i c a t i o n .75; Roles .71; Affective Responsiveness 
•83; A f f e c t i v e Involvement .78; Behavior Control .72 and 
G e n e r a l F u n c t i o n i n g .92. Further studies yielded similar 
findings (Kabacoff et al., 1990; Miller et al., 1985). The 
seven scales were moderately interrcorrelated (.4 to .6); but 
when the effect of the General Functioning was removed, the 
other six scales demonstrated, relative independence, with 
correlation ranging from .01 to .23. (Epstein et al., 1983〉. 
Test-retest reliability (at an interval of 1 week) for the 
subscales were : problem solving (.66〉，Communication {.12), 
roles (.75), Affective responsiveness (.76), Affective 
involvement (.67), Behavior Control (.73), and General 
F u n c t i o n i n g (.71). (Miller et al., 1985). 
Concurrent validity of the FAD was assessed by 
administering the FAD with two other well-known self-report 
family assessment measures, the Family Unit Inventory and 
FACES 工工 to 53 nonclinical individuals ( Miller et al., 
1985) • Although the theoretical assumptions of each scale are 
somewhat different, there are several subscales in each of 
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the three family measures which are close in 
conceptualization with each other. Correlations between the 
FAD and FUI subscores were in the predicted direction (above 
•50) and p r o v i d e d good evidence for concurrent validity of 
the F A D . FACES II , however, did not correspond to 
t h e o r e t i c a l predictions, which may be due to the curvilinear 
scale of this measure that places healthy families at the 
middle of the scale and pathology at either end. 
Evidence favoring the discriminant validity of the FAD 
includes its ability to differentiate between families of 
patients with psychiatric pathology (major depression, 
alcohol dependence, adjustment disorder and eating disorder). 
Keitner et al, (1986), for example, indicated that families 
in the depressed group reported significantly more disturbed 
functioning in problem-solving, affective responses, and 
communication. Mckey et al., (1991) found that greater 
degrees of family dysfunction in the areas of affective 
responsiveness and role functioning were associated with 
higher levels alcohol consumption. The FAD was able to 
discriminate families contained clinical adolescents and 
families with normal adolescents (Swayer et al., 1988). 
Waller, Slade & Calam (1989) found that subjects with eating 
disorders (both, anorexia and bulimia) rated their family 
functioning as "unhealthy" while controlled subjects were 
characterized by generally more "healthy" family interaction. 
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Very few studies, however, address the dimensions of 
the M c M a s t e r model and only one factor analytic study of the 
FAD has been published. Kabacoff (1990) studied the 
h y p o t h e s i z e d structure of the FAD by using Oblique multiple 
group a n a l y s e s . Coefficients of factor invariance indicated 
that the FAD has a highly similar factor structure in 
nonclinical, psychiatric, and medical samples. His findings 
indicated that over 90% of the FAD items loaded on factors 
h y p o t h e s i z e d by the McMaster model and accounted for 37% of 
the overall variance. It is concluded that the structure of 
the FAD appears to correspond well to the hypothesized 
theoretical structure from the McMaster Model. 
The empirical studies and accumulating data concerning 
the psychometric characteristics of the FAD thus provides 
support for its continued use and development within the 
U . S . A . 
III. Cross cultural studies of the FAD 
As Morris (1990) pointed out, cross cultural studies 
serve many purposes. In general, they provide knowledge about 
the different cultures under investigation and broaden our 
views of ourselves and the world around us. Moreover, they 
help to highlight similarities and differences across 
cultures, which provide information useful in refining our 
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u n d e r s t a n d i n g of the impact of diverse and varying 
s o c i o p o l i t i c a l forces. From a family perspective, especially 
looking at pathology in family functioning, cross-cultural 
comparisons can be used to highlight areas of dysfunction 
common to families irrespective of the cultural context and 
point out the cultural effects and emphases given to 
different dimensions of functioning within a coimion family 
s y s t e m . 
Recently, attempts have been implemented to introduce 
the FAD in several other countries, including Australia, 
Great Britain, Hungary, the Netherlands, and South Africa 
(Morris 1990) • The FAD was used to compare pattern of family 
functioning in 95 nonclinical North American families and 58 
n o n c l i n i c a l Hungarian families (Keitner et al., 1990). No 
cross-cultural differences was found in the families' general 
functioning, affective involvement and affective responsive-
ness as measured by the F A D . However, Hungarian families 
p e r c e i v e d their functioning as significantly better than the 
N o r t h American families in Problem-solving, Communication. 
N o r t h American families rated themselves significant better 
than Hungarian families in setting family rules, boundary and 
in meeting their responsibilities. 
Another study used FAD to compare patterns of family 
functioning in families with a depressed member from 2 
cultures: 118 families from North American and 62 from 
Hungary (Keitner et al., 1991). Results showed that the 
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response to family dysfunction by the 2 cultures differed. 
W h i l e d e p r e s s e d families in Hungary reported difficulties in 
setting family rules and boundaries, those in North American 
e x p e r i e n c e d impair functioning in Problem-solving. 
C o m m u n i c a t i o n , Affective Involvement and in General 
F u n c t i o n i n g . 
W h i l e the above studies have indicated the importance 
of cultural difference in understanding family functioning, 
there is one major fundamental problem that should be 
a d d r e s s e d first. That is, there are potential difficulties 
and complications with respect to the meaning and value one 
can attach to scores obtained on an instrument when this is 
to be applied in a country other than the one in which it was 
originally d e v i s e d . A salient question in these cross-
cultural studies is that: do the original dimensions suffice 
adequately for description of family functioning in different 
cultural groups? This means it cannot be assumed that the 
same items will be found to share common variance when an 
instrument is transported from one cultural setting to the 
n e x t . This assumption must be empirical tested and verified. 
IV. Family Strnr1-,nre and Functioning in traditional Chinese 
^nd in Hona Kona 
The MMFF model is based on western Judaeo-Christian 
values (Epstein et al, 1978) which emphasize the optimal 
« 
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d e v e l o p m e n t of each human being in the family. The 
t r a d i t i o n a l Chinese families, however, are different in that 
m u c h emphasis is put on collectivism. Family interest is of 
higher significance than individual interests, and family 
m e m b e r s are expected to follow family norms and behavior. Lee 
(1982) contrasted East and West families in terms of 
"suppression of individuality" v s . "independence, self-
r e l i a n c e " . Hsu (1985) also pointed out that the Western 
families are more egalitarian in terms of spousal power, but 
the traditional Chinese families value authoritarian styles 
of leadership whereby the husband made family decision 
u n i l a t e r a l l y . Ho (1986) suggested that the cohesion within 
Chinese families are very high and the way to express emotion 
is seldom by words but by satisfying members‘ physical needs. 
M o r e o v e r , open sharing of emotion, verbal communication, 
discussion of personal problems are discouraged in Chinese 
family p a t t e r n s . 
Hong Kong is situated at the gateway of East and West 
and has become a modernized society. Under the influence of 
both western and traditional Chinese culture, it has evolved 
its own unique family structure and functioning 
characteristics that are different from that of traditional 
Chinese family. In late 70's, studies indicated that nuclear 
families were most popular within the Hong Kong setting (Wong 
1975, 197 9) as she entered into a phase of more advance 
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i n d u s t r i a l i z a t i o n since the 1960’s. The family has been 
shifting toward a nuclear unit which is composed typically of 
p a r e n t s and their dependent children (Wong 1975). with the 
o p p o r t u n i t y for equal education, rise of egalitarian values 
and women participation in work, the status of women raised 
s u b s t a n t i a l l y . Several studies suggested that there is more 
equal distribution of power between husband and wife (Lau, 
1982; Wong, 1977) . Thus, family decision is no longer 
i m p l e m e n t e d through the traditional husband-centered model, 
but is generally made through discussion and cooperation 
between husband and wife. 
Family members are now interdependent on one another not 
only for economic support and protection, but also for 
e m o t i o n a l sustenance. Using families in Kwun Tong as samples, 
W o n g (1979) suggested that husband-wife relationships is 
m o v i n g towards a companionship pattern and they are found to 
have increased frequency and depth of their coinmunication. 
The p a r e n t - c h i l d relations have also become closer and more 
intense, with communication on various subjects for the 
exchange of information, fun of interaction, and problem-
solving. Lee (1991) also suggested that Hong Kong family 
plays an important role in emotional support. He described 
family in Hong Kong serves as an "expressive primary 
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network"^ that provides source of interpersonal support which 
is more endurance and trustful in this highly competitive and 
stressful city. 
B e s i d e s , parents are also more willing to respect and 
pay more attention to their children. Although behavior 
control is a concern in the family but strict, harsh and 
authoritative of disciplining children seems less common and 
applicable (Cheung, Chau & Lam 1991) . At the same time, 
children no longer accepted the view of the parents 
u n h e s i t a t i n g l y but would voice out their different opinions 
(Podomore and Chaney 1974). 
The aforementioned local studies on family functioning 
in Hong Kong seem to suggest that affection, communication 
and p r o b l e m solving are important attributes in the Hong Kong 
family. There is a changing trend in husband-wife or 
p a r e n t s - c h i l d role relationship towards a more egalitarian 
o n e . Child discipline and behavior control is less strict and 
harsh which together share similar characteristics of family 
functioning in the western societies. It appears that the 
dimensions m e a s u r e d by the FAD are also useful and applicable 
in measuring the Hong Kong families. 
1 Lee discussed two types of primary networks. The first one is 
Expressive Primary Network where family members‘ primarily concern 
is for emotional supports. The second type is termed Instrumental 
Primary Network, which family members keep close to each other for 
the purpose of instrumental and practical needs. 
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Thf^ of PrfiSf^m- .c^ t-nrly 
The present investigation is to examine the 
p s y c h o m e t r i c properties of a Chinese translation of FAD, 
n a m e l y , the factorial structure of the FAD and its internal 
c o n s i s t e n c y . The FAD will be critically evaluated to see if 
the originally proposed dimensions can be replicated in the 
Hong Kong context. Gender difference will also be addressed 
through evaluation of the factor structures of both sexes. It 
is quite a common notion in Chinese culture that emphasis is 
put on the male children in the family and that through 
socialization, male are socialized to become more concern 
w i t h issues outside the family and more task oriented while 
females concern more with interrelationships and obligations 
within the family and the need for emotional ties. It is 
p o s s i b l e that there is a difference in the perception of 
family functioning between the sexes. 
Secondly, the FAD has been used as an assessment tool 
for screening purpose, it is also the interest of the present 
study to examine and extend its construct validity on 
p s y c h o l o g i c a l adjustment in a Chinese non-clinical 
p o p u l a t i o n . Here, psychological adjustment will be defined as 
(i) absence of manifested psychological distress (ii) 
presence of positive mental health attributes, both are 
considered as essential components of psychological well-
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b e i n g (Coopersmith, 1967; Briscoe, 1982). Previous family 
studies indicated that family variables are related to 
p s y c h o l o g i c a l adjustment. For example, positive attributes 
such as self-esteem is positively related to family 
e n v i r o n m e n t (Cheung & Lau, 1985); and to family support 
(Hoelter and Harper, 1987; Adams and Jones, 1983). Mental 
h e a l t h indicators such as anxiety is related to parental 
rejection (Scott et al •' 1991) and that better quality of 
family interaction is related to better mental health 
(Cramer, 1991). 
The current study is thus undertaken to address two 
m a i n aspects: 
(a) The factorial structure of the Chinese translation of the 
FAD 
If the factor structure of the FAD is similar to the 
W e s t , it w i l l add further evidence to the psychometric 
properties of the FAD, specifically, to its applicability to 
the Chinese families. It may also suggest that different 
aspects of family functioning proposed by the MMFF can be 
applied cross-culturally. On the other hand, if the factor 
structure of the FAD is not on the same proposed dimensions, 
it may mean that Chinese families have aspects of family 
functioning which are different from the West, probably as a 
result of cultural influences. Based on the review of family 
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Studies in Hong Kong, it is predicted that affection, 
c o m m u n i c a t i o n , problem-solving, role as well as behavior 
c o n t r o l as m e a s u r e d by the FAD will also be important 
d i m e n s i o n s in Chinese families. 
(b) The construct validity of the FAD dimension in relation 
to p s y c h o l o g i c a l adjustment of family members 
It is p r e d i c t e d that better family functioning will be 
related to better mental health and higher self-esteem. 
M o r e o v e r , the differential predictive value of each 
subscale/factor of the FAD to psychological adjustment ( as 
defined by General Health Questionnaire and Self Esteem 




；£• and p r n 叫 爪 ” ： 
The purpose of this study is to determine the factor 
structure of the FAD items and to furnish evidence concerning 
the factorial and construct validity of the FAD dimensions. 
Subjects were recruited from 2 sources: 
1. University students from the Chinese University of Hong 
Kong: 197 subjects participated in this study as a partial 
fulfillment of the General Psychology course requirement. 
These participants were mostly freshmen and sophomores 
(91%). 
2. Secondary school students: Questionnaires were given to 
two secondary schools principals who had acquaintances 
with the author. These schools were ranked as band one and 
band two in the education system, having students with 
better academic background. Students from F . 3 to F . 7 were 
included in this study and there were all together 420 
subjects. 
University students who showed interests in this study-
signed up and completed the questionnaire during their 
experimental hours in groups of 30 to 60. The test-conductor 
read out the instructions, explained the purpose of the study 
and assured respondents of anonymity. 
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For secondary students, questionnaire were group-
a d m i n i s t r a t e d in their regular class periods. Same set of 
i n s t r u c t i o n s that had been used in the university subjects 
w e r e given to the corresponding teachers.工nstructions were 
read out to the students prior to testing in order to 
m i n i m i z e variations in the administration procedures. 
Q u e s t i o n n a i r e s were then collected by teacher-in-charge upon 
t h e i r c o m p l e t i o n . It took 20-30 minutes for the completion of 
the q u e s t i o n n a i r e s . 
II, sSample Characterist-.in.g ： 
A l t o g e t h e r 630 copies of questionnaire were 
d i s t r i b u t e d . Of those, 617 were collected. Eight of them were 
d i s c a r d e d for being incomplete. Thus, the sample of this 
study represents 609 members. 
The following demographics characterized the sample: 
there were 386 females and 223 male respectively, among the 
subjects, 13.3% were from F.3, 26.4% were from F.4-F.5, 28.3% 
were from matriculation classes (F.6-F.7), and 32% were of 
university level. Their age ranged from 13 to 24, with mean 
age being 17.1. The family size averaged 4.8 family members 
and 88.9% of the subjects lived with both parents. Fathers‘ 
and m o t h e r s ' mean ages were 49.4 and 44.3 respectively. In 
terms of educational background, 54.3% of fathers and 42.3% 
of mothers had completed secondary schooling. 
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III- •厂 LLJY^D 门 
V^rf^jon of Fami 1 v Assessm^nl- Dfivi p.p ^FAn) 
The FAD (Epstein, Baldwin, and Bishop, 1983) is a 
p a p e r - a n d - p e n c i l , self-report instrument designed to measure 
family functioning. Items are rated on 4-point Likert-type 
s c a l e s . The Chinese version of FAD is a translation of the 
E n g l i s h v e r s i o n . A postgraduate who majored in translation 
and fluent in both English and Chinese was invited to 
t r a n s l a t e the English version into Chinese. Every effort has 
been m a d e to ensure that the original meaning intended by 
each item is retained in the Chinese translation. An 
e x p e r i e n c e d secondary school teacher who teaches A-level 
E n g l i s h was invited to back-translate the Chinese version 
into E n g l i s h . The author and a researcher in Lingnan college 
reviewed the items carefully. Rewordings of some items were 
resulted after discussion and joint agreement. 
2 . Rosg^nbera (RSE) 
The RSE (Rosenberg, 1965) is an attempt to achieve a 
unidimensional index of global self-esteem based on the 
Guttman m o d e l . It has also been used in the Likert-type 
format (Goldsmith, 1986; Crandall, 1978) • It is intended for 
use with adolescence. It consists of 10 statements, half of 
which are positively worded such as "工 feel that 工 have a 
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number of good qualities", and the other half are negatively 
stated such as "I certainly feel useless at times". The 
p r e s e n t study employed the Likert-type format that answered 
on a 4-point scale ranging from strongly agree to strongly 
d i s a g r e e . The instrument was designed specifically with 
b r e v i t y and ease of administration (Chiu, 1988)• 
It is reported that the RSE has a reproducibility index 
of . 92, suggesting that the items are internally consistent. 
Two studies of two week test-retest reliability show 
correlation of 0.85 and 0.88, indicating excellent stability 
(Rosenberg, 1979)). Crandall (1973) found that the scale 
c o r r e l a t e d 0.60 with the Coopersmith Self-esteem Inventory, 
suggesting validity correlation with similar self-esteem 
m e a s u r e s . The RSE has been widely used in many empirical 
studies because of its sound psychometric properties 
(Crandall, 1978) 
gg^ng^ral Hfi^lth Oiipstionnaire (GHO) 
The GHQ was developed by Goldbery (Goldbery, 1972), 
which consists of 60 items that measure the respondent's 
psychological distress symptoms and maladaptive behavior. In 
later development, a 30-item version and other shortened 
versions (12-itein, 20-item versions) have also been developed 
for greater u s e . 
The present study employed the GHQ-30 version which was 
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t r a n s l a t e d and used for Hong Kong Chinese subjects by Chan 
and Chan (1983) and Shek (1987, 1989). The Chinese version of 
the instrument was reported to have adequate reliability 
(alpha = 0.88) (Shek, 1987). Correlation between various 
factor scores of the GHQ and other indices of psychopathology 
such as the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory, the Purpose in 
Life Questionnaire, the Somatic Scales and Beck's Depression 
Inventory, were also found to be significant, suggesting that 
the GHQ is a valid instrument that assesses general 
p s y c h o l o g i c a l health (Shek 1989)• Data on the discriminant 
v a l i d i t y of the GHQ have also been reported. Chan and Chan 
(1983) reported that the GHQ had reasonable sensitivity 
(74%), specificity (82%), and an acceptable mis-
classification rate (18%). 
(A sample questionnaire is provided in Appendix 工工） 
IV, ot ^riaXvsis 
For the FAD, items describing healthy family 
functioning and those that described unhealthy family 
functioning are developed originally to balance the response 
set. Therefore, scores for items describing unhealthy 
functioning has to be recoded. As a result of this 
transformation, 1 represents a healthy response and 4 
represents an unhealthy response for all items. Thus, lower 
scores indicate more healthy family functioning. 
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Total GHQ responses were scored by Likert scale (1-2-3-
4 ) . Lower scores indicate better general health. 
The RSE contains 10 items, half of which are positively 
w o r d e d , and the other half are negatively stated. The former 
are reverse scored so that lower scores indicate lower self-
e s t e e m . 
Cronbach alphas were used to determine the internal 
consistency of the subscales. Principal factor analyses were 
p e r f o r m e d on items of the FAD, with male, female and total 
samples separately. Varimax rotation was then chosen to 
obtain a relatively simple structure for subsequent 
regression analyses as well as for comparison of factor 
structures between the sexes (Tabachnick and Barbara, 1989). 
Coefficients of congruence (Harman, 1976) that compare the 
similarity of the factor structures across different samples 
w i l l be used to compare the male and female factor 
structures. 
Finally, factor scores for each selected factor were 
then computed as predictors. These predictors were used to 





]：• Rfil iabi 1 itv nf fli^ FfiP 
The internal consistency (Cronbach Alphas) of the 60 
FAD items are presented in Table 1. Overall reliability 
analysis showed that the Chinese version has adequate 
reliability (alpha = 0.93). A review of the individual items 
showed that most of the items had high item-total 
correlations except item 5 which had negative item-total 
correlation (-.08) . Due to the low reliability of item 5 and 
its incompatibility with the rest of the items, it was 
e x c l u d e d from the subsequent analyses. 
IX. F^gtgy An^;Ly§gg of ？AP 
a) Total sample 
A p r i n c i p a l component analysis was performed on the 
item responses of 575 subjects who yielded complete data on 
q u e s t i o n n a i r e . Fourteen factors with eigenvalues exceeding 
one accounted for 56.6% of the total variance. To avoid 
overfactoring, the scree test (Gorsuch, 1974) was employed 
which showed that 3 - 5 factors could be extracted 
m e a n i n g f u l l y . Following the results of scree test, 3-, 4- and 
5-factor solutions were obtained, using varimax rotation 
m e t h o d . The five-factor solution was then considered as a 
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Table 1 
Item-total r.orr^lations of the 6n ii-Pm.s chinp.<.p ^.^r-^i^n 
Family Asseasmfint Dfivi i^^ fip) 
Corrected 
Item- Alpha 
Total if Item 
工 terns Correlation Deleted 
F A D I “ 744 ：93 
fad2 .47 .93 
FAD3 .55 .93 
fad4 .11 .93 
fad5 -.08 .94 
FAD6 .56 .93 
fad7 .37 .93 
FADS .23 .93 
FAD9 .64 .93 
FAD10 .20 .93 
F A D 1 1 .64 .93 
FAD12 .37 .93 
FAD13 .52 .93 
FAD14 .34 .93 
FAD15 .43 .93 
FAD16 .53 .93 
FAD17 .28 .93 
FAD18 .52 .93 
FAD19 .57 .93 
FAD20 .43 .93 
F A D 2 1 .50 .93 
FAD22 .61 .93 
FAD23 .31 .93 
FAD24 .27 .93 
FAD25 .55 .93 
FAD26 .65 .93 
FAD27 .16 .93 
FAD28 .56 .93 
FAD29 .38 .93 
FAD30 .34 .93 
(Continued) 
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Table 1 (continued) 
Item-tot-n1 PQrr…nfi。ns of the 60 it.RTn.s rhin^s^ vpr.^inn 
Familv Assessment- Oevinft ^ttah) 
Corrected 
Item- Alpha 
Total if Item 
Items Correlation Deleted 
FAD 31 ：^ T^l 
FAD32 .13 .93 
fad33 .43 .93 
fad34 .53 .93 
FAD35 .65 .93 
FAD36 .60 .93 
fad37 .56 .93 
fad38 .50 .93 
fad39 .42 .93 
fad4 0 .27 .93 
F A D 4 1 .38 .93 
FAD42 .56 .93 
FAD43 .65 .93 
FAD44 .19 .93 
FAD45 .30 .93 
FAD46 .47 .93 
FAD47 .22 .93 
FAD48 .08 .93 
FAD49 .64 .93 
FAD50 .55 .93 
FAD51 .65 .93 
FAD52 .39 .93 
FAD53 .50 .93 
FAD54 .25 .93 
FAD55 .21 .93 
FAD56 .61 .93 
FAD57 .62 .93 
FAD58 .16 .93 
FAD59 .36 .93 
FAD60 .51 .93 
Reliability Coefficients Alpha = .93 
Note: n=575. 
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relatively adequate representation of the data after 
e x a m i n i n g the residual correlation matrix (Tabachnick and 
B a r b a r a , 1989)• 
The eigenvalues of the 5 factors for the total samples 
were 14.2, 2.8, 2.5, 1.9 and 1.6 respectively, accounted for 
38.9% of v a r i a n c e s . Table 2 shows the varimax rotated factor 
structure of the F A D . Although the General Functioning 
subscale was originally designed to be correlated with other 
subscales, inspection of the factor loading of the items in 
this subscale did not indicate serious multifactorial 
p r o b l e m s of this subscale. Thus, the 12 items were retained 
in the factor analyses. For the purpose of interpretation, a 
loading w i t h magnitude .40 or greater was chosen. 
F r o m Table 2, it is obvious that all of the items were 
factorial simple, with significant loading on a single 
factor. However, fifteen items did not load saliently on any 
of the 5 factors. 
Factor I was defined by items depicting the expression 
of e m o t i o n . Nineteen items loaded on this factor and 
accounted for 24.1% of the variance, which was over two-third 
of the variance of the 5 rotated factors. Therefore' it 
suggested that a major dimension detected by the FAD in 
Chinese culture was one of Expressiveness. This factors 
included item 35 (don't say what we mean), 22 (difficult to 
talk to each other about tender feelings), item 11 (cannot 
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Table 2 
Factor analysis of i-hP • 
Items Varimax Rotated Factors 
i 2 3 ~ r 
EXPRESSIVENESS “ 
35. don't say what we mean .76 .22 .05 01 16 
22. difficult to talk tender feeling .75 .21 .06 -.07 JO 
11. can't talk sadness we feel .74 .17 08 .06 12 
26. can express feelings .74 .12 .11 15 07 
49. we express tenderness .71 .18 .10 .19 13 
9. reluctant to show affection .70 .22 .10 .01 .18 
57. we cry openly .67 .19 .08 .20 -.09 
21. avoid discuss fears and concerns .65 .14 .03 -.06 .09 
3. someone is upset the other knows .60 .11 .18 .13 .03 
43. frank with each other .58 .13 .26 .35 -.06 
50. confront problems with feelings .54 .14 .17 .27 -.07 
18. cx)me right out and say things .53 .10 .24 .20 -.19 
28. do not show our love .52 .28 .22 .01 .04 
19. don't respond emotionally .51 .27 .17 .02 .21 
39. tenderness takes second place .43 .30 -.10 .09 .19 
38. resolve most emotional upsets .43 .07 .33 .20 -.08 
16. individuals are accepted .43 .25 .26 .15 -.08 
34, little to explore personal interest .42 .32 .20 .07 .13 
25. too self-centered .41 .37 .18 .09 .14 
alpha=.92 
AFFECTIVE INVOLVEMENT 
37. show interest when get something personally .20 .62 .31 ,12 -.01 
42. show interest when get something out of it .29 .58 .37 .11 -.01 
33. get involved only when something interest us .21 .57 .11 -.01 .00 
13. get the interest when something is important .28 .55 .21 -.01 .11 
45. asked to do something need reminding .07 .53 -.01 .02 .10 
53. generaUy dissatisfied family duties .21 .52 .25 .06 .06 
31. lots of bad feelings .30 .50 .33 .35 -.14 
51. don't get along weE .39 .46 .33 .26 -.14 
56. confide in each other -36 .42 .32 .31 -.16 




T a b l e 2 (Continued) 
Factor analysis of t-h^ Ffip 
.梦 
Ite皿 Varimax Rotated Factors 
1 2 3 4 ~ ~ r 
PROBLEM SOLVING 
20. know what to do in emergency .17 .03 .68 .08 .05 
7. don't know what to do when emergency .12 .09 .61 -.07 .13 
46. make decisions about how to solve problem .22 .08 .58 .20 -.04 
2. resolve most everyday problem around house .18 .20 .52 .26 -.16 
41. making decisions is a problem for our family .09 .22 .49 .04 .09 
12. act on our decision regarding problems .18 .07 .49 .03 .17 
23. have trouble meeting our bills .03 .21 .42 -.03 .29 
alpha:.73 
REGULATION 
40. discuss who is to do household jobs .10 .11 -.06 .59 .17 
55. rules about dangerous situation .12 -.11 -.04 .55 .25 
30. each has duties and responsibilities .04 .25 .09 .53 .16 
32. have rules about hitting people .08 -.12 .13 .52 .29 
10. make sure members meet responsibilities .04 .05 .09 .42 .00 
alpha:.60 
BEHAVIOR CONTROL 
44. don't hold to any rules or standards .05 .00 -.01 .32 .61 
48. anything goes in our family .06 -.02 .12 .05 .51 
27. no clear expectations about toilet habits .16 -.09 .00 .09 .51 
17. can easily get away with breaking the rules .02 .13 .21 .24 .42 
47. if rules broken, we don't know what to expea .12 .07 .05 .13 .42 
alpha:.55 
Note: n = 5 7 5 . This is the principal component factor 
analysis. Loadings greater or equal to 0.40 in. absolute 
magnitude are given in boldface. 
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talk to each other about the sadness), item 26 ( 
feelings to each other) etc. ( 咖 e 卿 s s 
: t o r „ . . . . . . .0 . . the 
a r i a n c e . The items reflected the c o . e 3 . _ 3 3 。 f the 
family m e m b e r s and … ‘ 
and the extent to which . 
m e t e r s are interested idual f a . i X , 
. terested .n and place value on each others 
: r r e s and - s 一 r _ be labelled as 
f 工 nvol 赠 n t . This factor included item 37 
m e r e s t in e a C other ..en we can get s o . e t M n .。此 of . . 
r s o n a l l y ) ' item 51 (don 丨 t get along well together), item 31 
(lots Of b a d feelings to each other) etc. 
工tems d e s c r i M n g the a M l i t y for the family to confront 
p r o b l e m s a n . to make decisions l o a . e . significantly on Factor 
工工I, accounted for 4.3% of variances. T M s factor could .e 
l a b e l e d as Problem-Solving; which included item 20 (.now ..at 
to do in an emergency), item 7 (don't know what to do when an 
emergency comes up), item 46 (able to make decisions about 
how to solve problems), and item 2 (resolve most everyday 
p r o b l e m s around the house), etc. 
Factor IV explained 3.1% of the total variance, which 
included item 40 (discuss who is to do household jobs), item 
55 (rules about dangerous situations), item 30 (each one has 
p a r t i c u l a r duties and responsibilities), item 32 (rules about 
hitting people), item 10 (make sure meinbers meet their 
family responsibilities). Since these items are related to 
3 7 
the arrangement of household tasks and family rules, this 
factor could be labeled as Regulation. 
Factor V was defined by several items describing how 
family expresses and maintains standards for the behavior of 
its members, it appeared to be a dimension of Behavior 
Control. This factor contained item 44 (don't hold any rule 
or standards), item 27 (no clear expectations about toilet 
habits), item 48 (anything goes in our family), item 17 
(easily get away with breaking the rules), item 47 (if rules 
are broken, we don't know what to expect). This factor 
accounted for 2.7% of the variance. 
To test the internal consistency of the factors, 
Cronbach's alphas were computed. It was found that Factor I, 
11 and III demonstrated high internal consistency, with 
alphas of .92, .84 and .73 respectively. However, factor IV 
(alpha=.60) and factor V (alpha=.55) had only got moderate 
reliability-
b) Examination of possible gender difference in factor 
structure 
The FAD items were subjected to separate factor 
analyses by gender. using visual inspection 
and the 
of congruence, comparisons between factor coefficient 
structures for men and women were made. Table 3 presents the 




























Ill. Problem Solving 
IV. Regulation 
V. Behavior Control 









Total variance explained by the factors for male and female 
were 40.1 % and 39.9 % respectively. 
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‘‘咖 noted that optimal n 她 e r of factors and variances 
e耶 l a i n e d by the factors were s i . i l a . for the 2 sexes. The 
v a r i a n c e accounted by the first 5 factors for male sample 
赂 U 、 3 . S . , a n . 3 . 0 . respectively; a n . they 
a c c o u n t e d f o . 4 0 . U of the total variance. Similarly, the 
v a r i a n c e accounted by the first 5 factors for female were 
24.31, 5.0%. 4.3%, 3 . 3 、 a n d 2 . 9 . respectively； and they 
a c c o u n t e d for 3 9 . 9 . of the total variance. Visual inspection 
revealed the resemblance between Factor I ,工 v and V for both 
sexes, labeled as Expressiveness, Regulation and Behavior 
C o n t r o l respectively. There seemed to be a similarity between 
F a c t o r II for female and Factor III for male, which being 
labelled as Affective Involvement. At the same time. Factor 
工工工 for female also resembled Factor II for male which was 
n a m e d as Problem Solving. 
The factor structures of both sexes were further 
compared by examining the Coefficients of congruence (Harman, 
1976) between the pairs of factors. The results are shown in 
Table 4. 
Moderate to strong coefficient of congruence were found 
among Factor 工（ c f = . 9 6 ) , IV (cf=.82) and V (cf=.69). 
Coefficient of congruence between factor 工工 of male sample 




— ^ — — 
FFl q^ 
FF2 丄8 .36 .27 
.65 .80 -33 .17 
刚 .40 '05 .12 
FF5 .12 28 i f -82 .29 
^ .32 .69 
Note: n=59 
二 二 二 ； f a c t o r structure and Female factor 
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Although there was a difference in order between Factor 
II and Factor III for the subsamples male and female, the 
factor structures for both sexes could be considered as 
similar and that the single difference between the ordering 
of factors was not seen as sufficient justification for 
conducting further separate analyses by gender. The factor 
structure for the total sample would be used for subsequent 
analyses. 
III. Correlations 
a) Interrcorrelations between factors 
Intercorrelations among the factors/subscales were 
obvious, ranging from .12 to .66 (P<.OOl). The highest 
correlation was found between Factor I and Factor 11. Table 5 
shows the intercorrelations of the factors. 
b) FAD factors with indices of psychological adjustment 
From Table 5, significant correlations, ranging from 
-.11 to -.30 (p<.005) were found between the Rosenberg Self-
esteem Inventory (RSE) and all the FAD factors. Amongst all 
these correlations, the highest was found with Factor I 
(r=-. 30) . 
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Table 5 
.Intfirnorr>"1ation bel-wf^ n^ f^n-r-nrc：；. R.gR ；.nrj nj^ n^ 
V ariables ‘ “ 
FAC 1 FAC II FAC III FAC IV FAC V RES GHQ 
FAC 工 1.00 
FAC II .66** 1.00 
FAC III .48** .57** 1.00 
FAC IV .28** .20** .17** 1.00 
FAC V .21** .12** .17** .37** 1.00 
RES -.30** -.25** -.27** -.15** .11** l.OO 
GHQ .29** .26** .25** - l.OO 
.48** 
Notes: n=609. Only those significant at the .01 and . 001 
levels are listed; *p < .01, **p < .001 
stand for those not significant at the . 01 and . 001 
levels. 
FAC 工，FAC 工工，FAC 工工工，FAC IV, FAC V, RES, GHQ stand for 
factor I Expressiveness), factor 工工（Affective Involvement), 
factor 工工工（Problem-solving), factor IV (Regulation), factor 
V (Behavior Control), Rosenberg Self-esteem and General 
Health Questionnaire. 
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F a c t o r I,工工 and III were also found to be significant 
c o r r e l a t e d w i t h the General Health Questionnaire (GHQ). 
S i g n i f i c a n t correlations ranged from .29 to .25 (p<.001). 
A g a i n , w i t h higher correlation with Factor I. 
IV R e g r e s s i o n ；^n；：^] y.Q^Q 
To further check on the predictive power of family 
v a r i a b l e s on psychological adjustment, two stepwise 
r e g r e s s i o n s were carried out with the two measures of 
p s y c h o l o g i c a l adjustment (RSE and GHQ) separately as 
d e p e n d e n t variables and factor scores for the 5 extracted 
factors as p r e d i c t o r s . Variables that led to a significant 
i m p r o v e m e n t (p<.05) in explained variance were included 
s u c c e s s i v e l y in the regression equation. Results are shown in 
Table 6. 
Inspection of the beta values (the standardized 
r e g r e s s i o n coefficients) for entry of each variables showed 
t h a t F a c t o r I, Expressiveness (beta = -.22, p < . 0000), 
F a c t o r 工工，Affective Involvement (beta = -.09, p < .023), 
F a c t o r 工工工，Problem Solving (beta = -.19, p < .0000) and 
F a c t o r IV (beta = -.13, p < .001) were significant 
p r e d i c t o r s of self-esteem. The four predictors, taken 
t o g e t h e r , accounted for 11% of variance in RSE. 
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Table 6 
Seta 00efficien1-,s of t-.h^  •MVP i^AP 
tacr.or ffrofPH in t-|iP .^r^pwi^se rearps.sinn nf t.RQ and .gF.T ^nn^o 
Dependent~Predictor R (R sq.) j 
variables variables 
RSE Factor 1 .22 (.05) -.22 .0000 
Factor 3 .29 (.08) -.19 .0000 
Factor 4 .32 (.10) -.13 .0010 
Factor 2 .33 (.11) -.09 .0230 
Factor 5 ns 
GHQ Factor 1 .22 (.05) .23 .0000 
Factor 3 .28 (.08) .17 .0001 
Factor 2 .31 (.10) .14 .0004 
Factor 4 ns 
Factor 5 ns 
N o t e s : n = 6 0 9 . 
GHQ and RSE stands for General Health Questionnaire and 
Rosenberg,Self-esteem Inventory respectively. 
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As for the general health, only Factor I ( beta = .23, 
P < .OOOl), Factor II (beta = .14, p < .0005) and Factor 工 
(beta = .17, p < . 0001) were significant predictors. The 
three predictors accounted for 10% of the GHQ variance. 
Taken together, Factor I and Factor iii were most 
important predictors for psychological adjustment, all with 




Present study revealed that majority of the FAD items 
(75%) loaded saliently on five factors. The five factors of 
the Chinese FAD and the content they depicted are as follows: 
1. Expressiveness: the extent that family members are 
encouraged to interact with each other openly and to 
express their feelings directly. 
2. A f f e c t i v e Involvement: the degree of commitment, help and 
concern that the family members provide for one another. 
3. P r o b l e m solving: the extent that family members are able 
to generate alternatives to solve problems and to act on 
d e c i s i o n s . 
4. Regulation: the extent tiia-t fa.iTii.ly meniber s are having 
clear expectation on household activities and allocation 
of family responsibilities. 
5. Behavior Control: the extent that family members are 
govern by family standards and norms. 
The factor structure of the FAD in Chinese context can 
be considered similar to the dimensions that originally 
proposed by the FAD, apart from a reorganization of some of 
the items. 
Factor 工 was mainly composed of items from the original 
Affective Responsiveness and Communication subscales. They 
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combined as a single factor which could be re-labelled as 
E x p r e s s i v e n e s s . This factor also included some items from the 
Problem Solving and General Functioning subscales. These were 
the items which focused on emotion and could be re-
interpreted as expression of feelings. From the results, one 
could hypothesize that families that are ready to address 
family m e m b e r s ' feelings and emotions are also clear and open 
in communication. This results also suggested that expression 
of emotion in family context is an important attribute in 
Hong Kong setting as it explains most of the variance of the 
scale. This is consistent with Lee's (1991) description of 
expressive primary network which stated that emotional 
support and expression of feelings play an important part 
among family members in Hong Kong. It is also consistent with 
the findings that family members put emphasis on 
communications, both for the exchange of information as well 
as for affection (Wong, 1979). 
Factor 工工，Affective Involvement included most of the 
items in the original Affective Involvement subscale, plus 
those measuring family cohesion in the General Functioning 
subscale and items depicting dissatisfaction about the 
allocation of family responsibilities from the Roles 
subscales. Altogether, they measured the extent of 
committment, concern and satisfaction a person feels towards 
family members. This concept is similar to that of cohesion. 
Factor 工工工， Problem Solving, included not only the 
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items from original Problem Solving subscale that measured 
family's ability to solve daily problems, but also items from 
B e h a v i o r Control and General Functioning subscales. items 
from the Behavior Control subscale being included in this 
factor measured family's ability to deal with emergency 
s i t u a t i o n s . It seems reasonable to hypothesize that a family 
that is effective in problem-solving will also be able to 
d e a l with emergency arising from the family as well. So, 
these items could be re-interpreted as part of problem 
solving area within the family. Items from the General 
F u n c t i o n i n g subscale were also related to problem solving 
w i t h i n a family. 
Factor IV, being labelled as Regulation, was composed 
of items from Roles and Behavior Control subscales. It is 
consistent with the notion that family in which there is high 
control are also highly organized in planning household 
activities (Robertson, 1982). 
Factor V, named as Behavior Control, included items 
from the, original FAD behavior control subscale only, 
emphasize more on whether the family has "rules" to guide and 
maintain the standard of its family members. 
While the overall percentage of variance accounted for 
38.9% may seem relatively low, it is comparable to the amount 
of variance accounted for in the factor analytic studies of 
other self-report family assessment measures, such as the 
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F a m i l y Environment Scale (Fowler, 1981, 24% and Oliver et 
al., 1988, 22.4 %)• The relatively low variance accounted in 
the FAD scores suggests that further research on and 
d e v e l o p m e n t of the instrument would be useful. It would be 
p a r t i c u l a r l y helpful if subscales could be developed on the 
basis of factor analyses and that more attention and effort 
is directed towards operationalization or development of 
suitable items that adequately reflect the underlying 
t h e o r e t i c a l m o d e l . 
Several items that did not load saliently on the 
factors and had low item-total correlation suggested that 
they are ambiguous for the Chinese subjects in Hong Kong. 
Item 5, for example, is found to have negative item-total 
correlation (No.5, "If someone is in trouble, the others 
b e c o m e too involved)• For Chinese subjects, the statement may 
be a common expression of how people perceive family, concerns 
and supports and it may not contain any negative or unhealthy 
connotation as it originally intends. Another example is item 
58, "We don't have reasonable transport". This item is 
usually not perceived as an issue in family functioning since 
most of the Hong Kong people rely on public transport rather 
than private cars of the family. Content-wise, these items 
appeared not so applicable in Hong Kong and suggested that 
there are cultural variation about the concept of healthy and 
unhealthy family functioning. In future refinement of the 
scale, these items may have to be deleted, revised or some 
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indigenous items may need to be developed in order to 
increase the reliability of the scale. 
Examination of gender differences in the factor 
structure for the Chinese FAD between male and female reveals 
few differences. The factor structures for both sexes are 
similar in terms of variance explained and the pattern of 
factor matrix, except that there is a difference in ordering 
for Factor II and Factor 工工工 for the factor structures. 
Although there has been a common notion that boys are 
socialized to be more concern with issues outside the family 
and that girls are socialized to be more family-oriented in a 
Chinese setting, the present results do not indicate any 
significant difference in the perception of family 
functioning between the adolescent boys and girls in Hong 
K o n g . 
The present findings further confirm that family 
functioning is multi-dimensional. In fact, previous efforts 
have been made to reduce family functioning to two basic 
dimensions of cohesion and adaptability. Perosa (1990), for 
example, examined the convergent and discriminant validity of 
the Family Environment Scale (FES), the FAD, the Family 
adaptability and Cohesion Scales (FACES 工工工）， and the 
Structural Family Interaction Scale (SFIS)• However, she 
concluded that the reduction of family functioning to the 
basic dimensions of cohesion and adaptability appeared to be 
premature. Bloom (1985) performed factor analyses on four 
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self-report measures of family functioning, the FES, the 
f a c e s , the Family Concept Q Sort (FRQS), and Family 
A s s e s s m e n t Measures (FAM), He argued that aspects of family 
functioning other than cohesion and adaptability dimensions 
could be identified both conceptually and psychometrically. 
Thus, it seems that family models with more dimensions than 
two are more comprehensive and still have their unique 
contributions in the understanding of family functioning. 
The correlations between family functioning variables 
and psychological adjustment measures of the RSE and the GHQ 
are in line with the predictions that more optimal family 
functioning is associated with higher self-esteem and better 
m e n t a l h e a l t h . An issue to raise here is that the five 
factors/subscales which make up the FAD in Chinese context 
are inter cor related. However, it is understandable if one 
takes a family system perspectives. Since family is 
functioning as a whole unit, there is no reason to expect 
different aspects of family functioning will be totally 
independent of each other. In fact, we would expect problems 
in one area of family functioning to have ramifications in 
o t h e r s . Total independence of factors thus seems an 
unreasonable demand to place on a family assessment 
instrument. 
Regression analyses also reveal that among the 5 
extracted factors, Expressiveness, Affective Involvement and 
Problem Solving are significant predictors of mental health. 
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F o r s e l f - e s t e e m . E x p r e s s i v e n e s s , Affective Involvement, 
P r o b l e m - S o l v i n g and Regulation are important predictors. 
T a k i n g into c o n s i d e r a t i o n of the beta weight, Expressiveness 
a n d P r o b l e m - s o l v i n g are the most influential in explaining 
p s y c h o l o g i c a l a d j u s t m e n t . Although the size of variance in 
e x p l a i n i n g p s y c h o l o g i c a l adjustment appeared to be small, it 
c o u l d be r e g a r d e d as acceptable since only the family 
v a r i a b l e s are c o n s i d e r e d . The present findings, therefore, 
a p p e a r to suggest that an open, warm, supportive family which 
is c a p a b l e of d e a l i n g with daily problems and emergency 
s i t u a t i o n s are conducive to its members‘ positive self-esteem 
and m e n t a l h e a l t h . It is possible that these areas of family 
f u n c t i o n i n g p r o v i d e emotional support as well as cognitive 
m o d e l i n g of solving problems which are essential aspects for 
b e t t e r a d j u s t m e n t in adolescents. The present results also 
support p r e v i o u s findings that family support contributed to 
the p r e d i c t i o n of psychological well-being with measures of 
R o s e n b e r g S e l f - e s t e e m Inventory and General Health 
Q u e s t i o n n a i r e (Winefield, Winefield & Tiggemann, 1992). 
In terms of generalization of the findings, present 
study i n c l u d e d only the children of the family and the 
r e s u l t s , t h e r e f o r e , cannot be inferred to the parents. 
F u r t h e r research can be directed at determining whether 
p e r c e i v e d dimensions of family functioning differ for parents 
and c h i l d r e n . O v e r a l l , the results of the study can be 
g e n e r a l i z e d to non-clinical adolescents who are children of 
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the family and with better educational attainment. 
In summary, the factors derived from the factor 
a n a l y s i s of the FAD in Chinese context is similar to the 
p r o p o s e d dimensions of the F A D . Five factors that measured 
E x p r e s s i v e n e s s , Affective Involvement, Problem-Solving, 
R e g u l a t i o n and Behavior Control are identified. The 5 
e x t r a c t e d factors demonstrate moderate to high internal 
c o n s i s t e n c y and the factorial structure is quite stable 
across g e n d e r . Refining some of the items and including 
i n d i g e n o u s items may be useful in improving the reliability 
a n d v a l i d i t y of the F A D . 
The new FAD subscales also demonstrate construct 
v a l i d i t y in p r e d i c t i n g psychological adjustment of a family 
m e m b e r . Expressiveness and Problem-solving are found to be 
the m o s t influential factors in accounting the variance of 
s e l f - e s t e e m and mental health in the non-clinical 
adolescents• 
Generally speaking, present study demonstrates the need 
of cross-validation when adopting a family assessment from a 
different culture. More vigorous efforts have to be paid in 
order to develop a locally sound family assessment instrument 
in clinical a r e a . 
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The Fami Iv A.SFieRsmenl-. Dfivi hp 
Problem Solving： 
2. We resolve most everyday problems around the house. 
12. We usually act on our decisions regarding problems. 
24. After our family tries to solve a problem, we usually 
discuss whether it worked or not. 
38. We resolve most emotional upsets that come up. 
50. We confront problems involving feelings. 
60. We try to think of different ways to solve problems. 
Communication: 
3. When someone is upset the others know why. 
18. People come right out and say things instead of hinting 
at them. 
29. We talk to people directly rather than through go-
betweens . 
43. We are frank with each other. 
59. When we don't like what someone has done, we tell them. 
14. Yon can't tell how a person is feeling from what they are 
saying. 
22. It is difficult to talk to each other about tender 
feelings. 
35. We often don't say what we mean. 
52. We don't talk to each other when we are angry. 
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Roles： 
10. We make sure members meet their family responsibilities. 
30. Each of us has particular duties and responsibilities. 
40. We discuss who is to do household jobs. 
4. When you ask someone to do something, you have to check 
that they did it. 
8. We sometimes run out of things that we need. 
15. Family tasks don't get spread around enough. 
23. We have trouble meeting our bills. 
34. There's little time to explore personal interests. 
45. If people are asked, to do something, they need, reminding. 
53. We are generally dissatisfied with the family duties 
assigned to u s . 
58. We don't have reasonable transport. 
Affective Responsiveness: 
49. We express tenderness. 
57. We cry openly. 
9. We are reluctant to show our affection for each other. 
19. Some of us just don't respond emotionally. 
28. We don not show our love for each other. 
39. Tenderness takes second place to other things in our 
family. 
Affective Involvement: 
5. If someone is in trouble, the others become too involved. 
13. You only get the interest of others when something is 
important to them. 
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2 5 . We are too self-centered. 
33. We get involved with each other only when something 
interests u s . 
37. We show interest in each other when we can get something 
out of it personally. 
42. Our family shows interest in each other only when they 
can get something out of it. 
5 4 . Even though we mean well, we intrude too much into each 
other lives. 
Behavior Control: 
20. We know what to do in an emergency. 
32. We have rules about hitting people. 
55. There are rules about dangerous situations. 
7. We don't know what to do when an emergency comes up. 
17. You can easily get away with breaking the rules. 
27. We have no clear expectations about toilet habits. 
44. We don't hold to any rules or standards. 
4 7 . If the rules are broken, we don't know what to expect. 
48. Anything goes in our family. 
General Functioning: 
6. In times of crisis we can turn to each other for support. 
16. Individuals are accepted for what they are. 
26. We can express feelings to each other. 
36. We feel accepted for what we are. 
46- We are able to make decisions about how to solve 
problems. 
56. We confide in each other. 
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I. Planning family activities is difficult because we 
m i s u n d e r s t a n d each other. 
II. We cannot talk to each other about the sadness we feel. 
21. We avoid discussing our fears and concerns. 
31. There are lots of bad feelings in the family. 
41. Making decisions is a problem for our family. 
51. We don't get along well together. 
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Questionnai rg^  in Chinfi.gp 








‘ 若 所 f f i 供 之 5 系 未 能 完 全 P f 合 閣下的 S見•环堪項較接近的答某。 
以下是一些形容宋底狀況的句子.请小心閱请•然後根據自己的香法.决定 
g句子是否5gIE確地庙述你自己來底的狀況.並茌通笛的空格内加上�ZJ。 
⑴ （ 2 ) (3) (4) 
悲 丢 不 非 
革 確 正 常 
正 確 不 
確 正 
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⑴ . f S i f漂監 i困難的，因我們不 
滑楚各人的興趣。 • • • • 
⑵雪 n s怒解決大部份曰常在冢底出 
说的問逮。 • • • n 
(
3 ) 匿续時，其他家底成貝會 
知道原因所在。 • • • • 
⑷ ！ 惑 貝 辦 事 . 你 必 須 査 核 他 
們是否辦妥。 • • • • 
( 5 )蓉嘉•靈惑 S i到 ® ^煩時，其他人 ^ 
會頭得過份緊張。 • • • • 
(6)成貝在因境中，能互柜扶持。 - • • • • 
《7)遇上S急事故發生時，我們會不知所措。 • • • • 
(8)家褢的必霜S有時會用光了。 • • • • 
我們彼此不顔意向對方表兹感情。 • • • • 
(10)我們會確使成員各自負上家底的資任。 • • • • 
(11)我們不能彼此傾訴爱傷的感受。 • • • • 
(12)我們经常能夠按原先的决定來®付問題。 • 口 • • 
(13)只有事情對他們重要時.才能引起 
其他成貝费你的M注。 • • • • 
(14)你不能從成貝的言談中，知道他們 
的®受。 • • • • 
‘(15)家底中《務未能平均地分配。 • • • • 
(16)我們能互相接受各人獨有的個性。 • • • 口 
(17)我們能狗《意破壊家中規則。 • • 口 • 
• (18)我們能坦a對S,不用轉《抹角。 • • 口 口 
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• 
⑴ ( 2 ) (3) (4) 
非 £ T^  非 
常 « £ 
£ 强 不 
a £ 
SS 
(19)某些成貝從不ss自己内心®受。 • • • • 
(20)遇上S念事攻’我n知IS如何进理。 • • • n 
(21)我們避免淡及自己的Sffll和擔5的事。 • • • • 
(22)心中的SS很雅對宋人傾訴。 C C • • 
(23) S濟上•我們人不敷支。 • • - ! ： • 
( 2 4 )賓 i g憑決問蓮後.我 n注往含 
險討所用方法的成效。 • • • • 
(25)我們太過自我中心。 • • • • 
(26)我們可以互相表達内心的S受。 • • • • 
(27)家中沒有M於使用洗手間習慣的 
明確規定。 • • • [ ： ] 
(28)我們不會表兹對其他成員的愛心。 • • • • 
(29)我們喜歡直接對芸，而不會 
透過苐三者傳達訊息。 • • • G 
(30)各成員均有特定的家庭瑶務和責圧。 • • 口 • 
(31)成員間存著很多不滿。 • • •• • 
(32)家庭中有明確的規限去逮理•成貝間的 
打架。 • • • • 
(33)只有在各人都®興连的事情上，大家 _ _ _ _ 
才會通力合作。 • • • • 
(34)個人的興连發展，在家庭中很少受到 ， _ 。 n 
M 注。 • • • • 
(35)我們甚少坦白說出内心所想的。 • • • • • 
(36)我們感到互相接纳a • 口 • 
(37)當能夠獲取個人利益時，我們才會 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
M庄對方。 a • a • 
(38)我們能解決大部份的情緒困擾。 口 • • 口 
(39)在家中，情®的流S只雇次要。 • • • • 
(40)我合商討家務的分配。 • 口 • 口 
(41)對我的家底來說.敞決定是一個難埋。 口 • 口 • 
⑷）ggl豐SSif利益的事社. • • • • 
(43)我們彼此能坦誠相對。 • 口 • 口 
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(1) (2) (3) (4) 
革 確 £ 常 
£ 確 不 
53 E 
確 
(44)我們沒有任何家規。 • • C • 
( 4 5 )靈g要求成貝辦理一些事t^,他們往往 
滿要别人提蛋，辦妥。 • • • • 
(46) snsi夠決定如何解決困難。 • 口 • 口 
•(47)在家中犯錯，我們不知道會得到 
甚麼貴罰。 • • • • 
(48)在家中，圧何事都可以®。 • • • • 
( 4 9 ) 钱們能彼此流情。 • • G • 
(50)我n含正現與S受有M的問題a • • G • 
(51)我們不能融洽相處。 口 口 • ..• 
(52)當忿怒時，我們會不哦不膝。 • • • • 
(53)—般來說.我們對於所分配的家底 
資任S到不滿。 • • • • 
(54)雖然是出於好意，但我們對其他成 
員的生活方式有太多干涉。 • • 口 口 
(55)在家中，我們有應付危險的規則。 • • • • 
(56)我inffi此信任。 • • • • 
(57)我們可以互柜坦誠哭訴。 • • 0 • 
(58)我們時常要面封交通問題。 • • 口 口 
(59)當不滿某些家庭成貝所作之事，我們 ^ ^ 门 门 
會告知他們。 • • • • 
(60)我們家底言試想出不同方法去解決問題。 • • • • 
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Si^sm 
下十項 •並馳個人的憤況•「， j出身合動答系a 
[ I I (2) (3) (4) 
悲 ， S 成 反 S 非 常 
S成 反對 
1.很多時.我S為自己-無是flf。 • • • / 
2. _ 多 時 脅 自 己 很 族 用 。 • • 口 口 
3.我對於自己是抱者肯定的態度。 • • 口 口 
i學令皇 §黃 ¥有 ® ®的人 .召少 
基 本 上 是 與别人相等的。 •一夕 • 0 • 口 
5.绝括來說.我贷得我是一涸失敗者。 口 • 口 口 
6 .我資得 S沒有 S麽 s得辑傲。 • • 口 口 
7.我傲事的能力和大部份人一樣好。 • • • • . 
3 .结括而言，我很滿意自己。 • • • D 
9.我希望我能夠更看重自己。 • • • a 





1.微事能集中注意力（案中精神）？ •铁平時 •和平時 •比平時 •比平時 
一 好一些 一樣 差一些 差很多 
2.為擔爱而失眠？ 點 也 不 • 和 平 時 •比平時 •{：[：正時 
差不多 多一些 多很多 
3.資得晚上坐臥不安，很困怒？ • 一 點 也 不 • 和 平 時 •比平時 •比平時 
差不多 多一些 多很多 
4. 忙著工作而不合感到閒著無聊？ •比平時 •和平時 •比平時 •比平時 
多一些 - 樣 少一些 少很多 
5.到街上（屋外）的次数和平常一樣？ • 比 平 時 •和平時 •比平時 •比平時 
多一些 一樣 少一些 少很多 
6.覺得自己斑事不錯 .其他人也不通如此？ •比別人 •和別人 •比別人 •比別人 
好一些 一樣 差一些 差很多 
7. «得一般事情自己應付得很好？ •比平時 •和平時 •比平時 •比平時 
好一些 差不多 差一些 差很多 
8.资自己做事的方式感到滿意？ • 比 平 時 •和平時 •比平時 •比平時 
較滿意 差不多 較不滿意 更不滿意 
9. «得能溫理親切地對待接近你的人？ •比平時 •和平時 •比平時 •比平時 
好一些 差不多 差一些 差很多 
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ffl問你ftifis不是： 
1 。 . _ . _ _ 口 r ! - I S 
u . 跟 人 • 釋 • 縣 , c ^ • ； 
丨2.货得目己茌各方隨笛有用的角色？ • 比 顿 • 比 平 
^ 走小务 差一些 妄彳艮多 
1 3 . 脊 得 贴 彳 銷 赶 . 旨 ？ j ⑶ 翔 
灯 二 麦不多 差—些 差很多 
1 4 . 货 得 结 是 有 • 上 _ 力 ？ 點 也 叾 D W • 比 平 時 • 比 , 
差小多 多一些 •多浪‘ 
15.脊冯無法克服困雅？ 點 也 不 d g 李 時 • 比 平 時 • • 
差不多 多一些 多很多 
16.脊得生g是不淳的鬥爭？ 口 -點也不口！^李時.•比平時 • • 
差不多 多一些 多視多 
17.覺得日常生活有趣味？ •变平 g •和平時 •比平時 口 
多—些 差不多 少一些 少很多 
13.敏蓽過份認真？ •一點也不•和平時 平時 •比平薛 
差不多 多一些 多很多 
19.會無錄连故地害怕或驚慌？ 點也不•和早時 • 比 時 口比ilZ時 
差不多 多一些 多很多 
20.能夠勇敢面對問題？ •比平時 •和平時. . Q比平時 口fchnz時 
多一些 差不多 少一些 ^wJffe^ 
21.覺得每樣摹情都難以應付？ •一點也不•和平時 •比平時 D 比 時 
差不多 多一些 多ffe多 
22.覺得心情不快樂及爱蓉？ •—點也不•和平時 •比平時 •比正時 
差不多 多一些 多 m多 
23.费自己失去信心？ •—點也不 •和平時 •比平時 •比平辟 
差不多 多一些 多很多 
24.覺得自己無用？ 點也不 •和平時 •比平時 •[：[：平時 
差不多 多一些 多很多 
25.货得生活考無希望？ •—點也不•和平時 •比平時 •比平時 
差不多 多一些 多很多 
26.党得將來充滿希望？ •比平時 •和平時 •比平時 •比平時 
多一些 差不多 少一些 少很多 
27.大致上感到快樂？ •比平時 •和平時 •比平時 •比平時 
多一些 差不多 少一些 少很多 
28.覺得常常W神K張？ •一點也不•和平時 •比平時 •比平時 
差不多 多一些 多很多 
29.覺得不值得組攝生活下去？ •一點也不•和平時 0比平時 0比平時 
差不多 多一些 多很多 
30. «得有時精神太差而不能做任何事？ •一貼也不•和平時 •比平時 •比平時 




U tlS'J ： 
2 ) 年 於 ： 
3) «资程度：扰谓學校 
年级 
主 ® (如逋用） 
4 )同住底成負绝人数（ a括自己） ： 人 
5) 平均每星期留住家中：：二0曰 C I S 1112曰 a s s 
丨 ] 4 日 （ U S 日 a e 曰 i n ? 曰 
6)是否與父親同住 • 是 
• 否 原 因 ： • 父親逝世（講挑答第9 a ) 
• 父母分居或雜婚 
• 其胎：辑說明 
7 )父親年餘 ： 歲 





9 )是否與 a親同住 • 是 
• 5 原 因 ： • a親逝世（間卷完） 
• 父母分居或雑婚 
口 其ft ： a說明 
10) a親年龄： 歲 
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